Deep Theta
Brainwave Entrainment Music
for Meditation and Healing

STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
Billboard charting, multi-platinum selling
recording artist, composer, producer,
researcher, sound healer, and author.
Halpern is currently celebrating his 41st
anniversary (1975-2016) as a founding father
of New Age music, and his DEEP ALPHA was
a 2012 Grammy® nominee.
His atmospheric compositions pioneered a new genre of mindful
meditation music with his first recording, CHAKRA SUITE.

Steven Halpern

“One of the 12 most influential artists of the past 20 years...
Steven Halpern is the first and definitive New Age keyboardist.”
— Keyboard magazine, 1995 profile
Landmark brainwave biofeedback and aura photography research
in 1973 documented that Halpern’s Non-Predictive™ mindful
compositions were significantly more effective at evoking the
listener’s relaxation response and alpha and theta brain states than
most traditional classical music.
Steven’s relaxing and healing music is used worldwide in leading
health and healing centers, corporate wellness programs, destination
spas, schools and homes.
Visit: StevenHalpern.com & YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

About Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music™
Unknown to most people, familiar music hooks you into
unconsciously analyzing and predicting where the music is going.
This keeps you in a constant state of stress, anticipating the future.
The Non-Predictive™ Music on DEEP THETA engages your innate
“relaxation response” in a way that most music does not. If you’re
looking for music that orchestrates a coherent, balanced brain
response, you might like to know that my compositions have been
tested in leading labs in the USA and UK. They scored highest of any
music in studies involving brainwave biofeedback (EEG) and Kirlian
photography (of the human energy field/aura).
Discover the hidden stressors in most music in my popular
“Scalus Interruptus” video: https://youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E

Benefits of DEEP THETA Brainwave Entrainment
The theta state is associated with deeper meditation and heightened
creativity. Listening to music that is enhanced with precise brainwave
frequencies in the 4-7 Hz range provides you with a more focused and
powerful resource to support your physical and spiritual well-being.
The theta state is ideal for consciously reprogramming your beliefs,
activating DNA and communicating with your genes, as recommended
by Dr. Bruce Lipton (The Biology of Belief) and by Dr. Deepak Chopra and
Dr. Rudolph Tanzi (Super Genes). DEEP THETA virtually guarantees that
you will achieve this profound state, at the speed of sound.

Healing Tones of the Celestial Rhodes Piano
I fell in love with the sound of this instrument when I first
heard it in dreams and meditations over 45 years ago. Its unique
tone and harmonic waveforms score highest in sound healing
research.
What makes this album so special is that as I was spontaneously
composing and recording, I was listening to the various theta
frequencies on headphones. In the past I added the entrainment
tones after the music was completed.
In the deepest theta range, I literally began to hear music in my
head (this is very unusual for me). All I had to do was move my
fingers over the keys.
There was no thinking involved. I was
totally ‘in the moment,’ in the gap between
thoughts…listening deeply to what felt like
‘the music of the spheres.’
Virtuoso bassist Michael Manring joins
me on several tracks. His ethereal, elegiac
melodies add a profound extra dimension to
the music.
I hope this album brings you to the same wonderful place of
inner peace and beauty. — Steven Halpern

You’ll enjoy Steven’s best-selling CDs for meditation & inner peace:
Chakra Suite

Recording Engineer: Warren Dennis Kahn
at Banquet Studios, Sebastopol, CA
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Steven Halpern: Rhodes Mark 7 electric piano, additional keyboards
Michael Manring: Fretless electric bass
Warren Kahn: Tambura (sampled)
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Sound Healing

Relaxation Suite

Crystal Bowl Healing
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Clutter Clearing

Composed and Produced by Steven Halpern

Deep Alpha

Mindful Piano
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Hz (Pt 8) 5:15
Hz (Pt 9) 5:05
Hz (Pt 10) 5:13
Hz (Pt 11) 5:18
Hz (Pt 12) 5:36
Hz (Pt 13) 5:36
Hz (Pt 14) 5:36
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8. Deep Theta 6
9. Deep Theta 5
10. Deep Theta 7
11. Deep Theta 6
12. Deep Theta 5
13. Deep Theta 4
14. Deep Theta 4
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1. Deep Theta 4 Hz (Pt 1) 6:07
2. Deep Theta 4 Hz (Pt 2) 4:53
3. Deep Theta 4 Hz (Pt 3) 5:18
4. Deep Theta 7 Hz (Pt 4) 5:17
5. Deep Theta 4 Hz (Pt 5) 6:29
6. Deep Theta 5 Hz (Pt 6) 7:31
7. Deep Theta 7 Hz (Pt 7) 5:17

Gifts of the Angels

Optimal Health

3.2016
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Cover illustration: Daniel G. Holeman ©2003. Visit him at:
www.AwakenVisions.com to enjoy his other visionary artwork
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Special thanks to Harold Rhodes for inventing this healing instrument, and
Joseph Brandstetter for rebirthing it (Rhodespiano.com).
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All Rights Reserved. Unauthorized copying is prohibited by
federal and karmic law. Thank you for your support.

Listen to audio samples at: StevenHalpern.com
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Deep THETA

New Age Top Ten chart H

Over 40 years ago, Steven Halpern launched the modern genre of New Age/
mindful meditation music with CHAKRA SUITE. From the very first notes of this
landmark recording, you’ll be effortlessly transported into the ‘the theta zone’
by the combination of artistic inspiration and sonic technology.
Like tuning forks played by a keyboard, the luminous tones of the iconic Rhodes
electric piano float like incense from your speakers. This music guides you into
‘the gap between thoughts’, the place of infinite potential and possibilities.
To amplify the meditative and healing effects of the music itself, DEEP THETA
adds Aural-Sync™ sonic technology to entrain your brain to the theta (4 - 7 Hz)
frequencies associated with deeper meditation, healing and enhanced creativity.
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STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
Billboard charting, bestselling recording artist,
composer, producer and researcher. He received
the 2014 ZMR Lifetime Achievement award as
‘a founding father’ of New Age music.

Deep THETA
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Steven Halpern

Steven Halpern

Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music™ takes you easily into
deep theta states of meditation, healing and creativity.

